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U.S. Bank Stadium Glass Retrofit Recommendations 

Bird mortality and injury caused by collisions with the glass walls of U.S. Bank Stadium in 

Minneapolis, Minnesota, have been well documented since the Stadium opened in 2016. Making 

the glass visible to birds can prevent these casualties. Based on analyses by several bird-glass 

collision experts, this report provides recommendations for retrofitting the Stadium glass to 

prevent further avian mortality. (Other threats to birds posed by the Stadium, such as lighting, 

are not addressed in this document.) 

Introduction 

Birds behave as if clear and reflective glass is invisible to them.1 Under the right conditions, even 

transparent glass on buildings can form a mirror, reflecting sky, clouds, or nearby habitat 

attractive to birds. When birds try to fly to the reflected habitat, they collide with the glass. 

Reflected vegetation has been shown to be the most dangerous, and birds also attempt to fly 

past reflected buildings or through reflected passageways, with fatal results.2 A recent study 

estimated that between 365 million and 988 million birds are killed annually by building collisions 

in the United States and that migratory birds are at particular risk.3 

U.S. Bank Stadium is located within the Mississippi Flyway, a major bird migration route that 

extends from Canada to the Gulf of Mexico and Central and South America. The Stadium has been 

a building of concern to environmentalists and ornithologists since 2012, when the first scoping 

documents for the project were released. At that time, the Minnesota Department of Natural 

Resources advised the Minnesota Sports Facilities Authority (MSFA) to consider “bird-friendly 

designs that would help reduce the potential for a bird collision to occur.”4  

The Stadium occupies 1.75 million square feet and contains approximately 200,000 square feet of 

highly reflective glass.5 

Intermittent patches of 

vegetation around the 

Stadium range from rows 

of trees on the 

northwest side of the 

Stadium plaza to thick 

meadow and shrubs and 

trees on the north and 

east sides. An adjacent 

4.6-acre park west of the 

Stadium contains grasses 

and shrubs and trees that attract more birds into the vicinity of the building. Reflections of this 

vegetation on the Stadium bring birds into the glass.6  
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Bird Mortality and Studies at U.S. Bank Stadium  

During the fall 2016 migration season, members of three local conservation groups, Audubon 

Chapter of Minneapolis, Minnesota Citizens for the Protection of Migratory Birds, and Friends 

of Roberts Bird Sanctuary, conducted a bird mortality study at U.S. Bank Stadium.7 The study 

documented 74 dead or injured birds of 21 species. Of these birds, 60 were killed and 14 were 

observed either stunned on the ground or stunned after colliding with the glass windows. The 

survival rate of the stunned birds was unknown.  

In 2017, the Minnesota Vikings 

and MSFA contracted with the 

National Audubon Society/ 

Audubon Minnesota to conduct 

a study of bird mortality at U.S. 

Bank Stadium and other 

buildings in Minneapolis over 

four migration seasons from 

spring 2017 through fall 2018.8 

Although interim study reports 

were provided to the MSFA and 

Minnesota Vikings during this 

time, no information about the purpose or science of the study and no findings have been made 

public. The only purpose of the study that has been stated publicly—comparisons to other 

buildings—might be of academic interest but provides no practical value or relevance in 

preventing bird deaths at the Stadium. A final study report is due in June 2019; however, it’s 

unclear whether or when this report will be made public. 

In 2018, National Audubon Society described the “stark contrast” between U.S. Bank Stadium  

and the new bird-safe Minnesota United soccer stadium in St. Paul. At U.S. Bank Stadium:  

“The lethal consequences of that huge expanse of seeming habitat were clear on an early 

September morning. A lap around the stadium before heading inside for a public tour 

turned up a Nashville Warbler, its bright yellow feathers popping amid the sharp gray 

rocks at the base of the building, its trek to Mexico cut short. Nearby lay the broken body 

of a Bay-breasted Warbler that had likely been winging it from the spruce-fir forests of 

central Canada to South America. And nestled in a crack on the concrete plaza before five 

stunning 95-foot-high glass doors was a female Ruby-throated Hummingbird, a tiny thing 

that weighs a scant three grams but has the ability to push 500 miles non-stop across the 

Gulf of Mexico. As crews inside the stadium prepared for the Vikings’ first home game of 

the season, outside these three endurance athletes of the avian world stiffened in rigor 

mortis.”9 
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Stadium Retrofit Committee Fact Finding 

During 2018, the Stadium Retrofit Committee, comprising members of the three conservation 

groups (Audubon Chapter of Minneapolis, Minnesota Citizens for the Protection of Migratory 

Birds, and Friends of Roberts Bird Sanctuary), brought to Minneapolis three international experts 

at the forefront in analyzing causes of bird collisions and finding glass treatments that prevent 

collisions: Dr. Daniel Klem, Dr. Christine Sheppard, and Michael Mesure. During their separate 

visits, each expert toured the Stadium to assess the glass collision problem. The Stadium Retrofit 

Committee hosted public meetings where each expert presented and discussed his or her findings. 

 Dr. Daniel Klem, Sarkis Acopian Professor of Ornithology and Conservation Biology at 

Muhlenberg College in Pennsylvania, has studied bird-window collisions for more than 40 

years. Dr. Klem formulated the widely applied 2 x 4 rule, which states that most songbirds will 

not attempt to fly through horizontal spaces less than 2 inches high or through vertical spaces 

4 inches wide or less. 

 Dr. Christine Sheppard, Bird Collisions Campaign Director at the American Bird Conservancy, 

developed a research facility and protocols for testing glass to determine its effectiveness in 

preventing bird collisions. She 

recently published a revised, 

second edition of Bird-friendly 

Building Design. She has created 

AIA (American Institute of 

Architects) continuing education 

classes on bird-friendly design, 

helped create San Francisco’s 

Standards for Bird-Safe Buildings, 

and was part of the team that 

developed the U.S. Green Building 

Council LEED Pilot Credit 55: 

Reducing Bird Mortality. 

 Michael Mesure, Executive Director of the Fatal Light Awareness Program (FLAP) Canada, 

focuses on solutions to help mitigate and remediate the challenges of bird migration in built 

environments. In 2015, he led the development and then launch of BirdSafe® Building 

Standards and risk assessments. He consults with city planners across North America on 

developing bird-friendly guidelines. Through his extensive experience with bird collisions in 

Toronto, Mesure has recommended a modification of the 2 x 4 rule to reduce the space to 2 x 

2 to prevent the collisions of hummingbirds and improve the treatment’s effectiveness for all 

birds. The City of Toronto has adopted this standard, effective January 1, 2020.10  
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Retrofit Solutions Are Effective 

Because bird-safe treatments are most economically applied when windows are fabricated, 

treated windows are often installed during construction or when windows are replaced during 

major renovations. Post-construction, retrofitted window treatments have been unequivocally 

demonstrated to be effective in preventing bird collisions. The following sites are just a few of 

many examples of successful retrofitting: 

 Consilium Place, a mirror-glass complex in Toronto, Canada, once killed thousands of birds 

each year. After being taken to court, its owners retrofitted the glass with an exterior layer 

of film that has greatly reduced bird mortality.11 

 Jacob Javits Center in Manhattan reduced collisions by as much as 90 percent with a 

renovation that replaced dangerous and other reflective glass with glass containing a visible 

frit pattern.12 

 Philadelphia Zoo Bear Country exhibit was the site of frequent bird collisions until film with a 

pattern of narrow, horizontal stripes was applied, which has eliminated collisions for over five 

years.13 

 At Forest Beach Migratory Preserve in Port Washington, Wisconsin, installation of ABC 

BirdTape has been effective in preventing bird-window collisions.14 

Recommendations 

This section contains recommendations for retrofitting the glass at U.S. Bank Stadium, based on 

analyses by bird collisions experts Daniel Klem, Christine Sheppard, and Michael Mesure.  

The Stadium Retrofit Committee 

urges the MSFA and Minnesota 

Vikings to take immediate action to 

protect migrating birds from the 

unnecessary and preventable 

injuries and deaths already well 

documented at U.S. Bank 

Stadium.15, 16 Bird-safe retrofit 

treatments should be applied 

immediately to the glass on all sides 

of the Stadium in order to protect 

birds. 

Ideally, critical sections of glass on the west wall—where the majority of bird-glass collisions 

occur—would be replaced with bird-safe glass, and all glass on other sides of the Stadium would 

be retrofitted. Bird-safe glass should be used whenever glass panels are replaced over time. 
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1) Treatment Surface: Apply treatments to the outside surface of the glass.  

Glass is most effectively treated to prevent bird window collisions on surface 1 (the exterior 

surface). Patterns on the outside surface deter collisions most effectively because even with 

strong reflections, the patterns on surface 1 are always visible to birds. Treatments on surface 2 

(the inside of the outer sheet of glass) do not disrupt reflections at certain times of the day on the 

outer glass surface, thus allowing bird window collisions to occur.  

2) Treatment Area: Apply treatments to the first 16 meters (about 52.5 feet) from the ground of 

all exterior glass. Additionally, if the height of the surrounding tree canopy might reach or exceed 

52.5 feet at maturity, then treatments should be applied to all exterior glass from the ground to 

the expected height of the canopy.  

Research shows that more bird collisions occur with glass on lower floors of buildings which are 

at the same height as trees and other landscape features that attract birds; however, monitors 

given access to setbacks and roofs have consistently found carcasses in those locations as well, 

indicating that glass at any level can be a threat.17 While experts generally accept that the lower 

stories of buildings are the most dangerous, monitors are finding that birds also collide with 

glass at higher levels, especially during inclement weather at night.18   

3) Type and Spacing of Markers: Apply opaque or translucent visual markers with bird-safe size 

and spacing based on the 2 x 2 rule (2 inches x 2 inches).  

Effective visual markers consist of opaque or translucent contrasting points or patterns etched 

into or applied to the exterior glass surfaces and have a minimum diameter of 5 mm (0.2 in) and a 

maximum spacing of 50 mm x 50 mm (2 in x 2 in). Contrast between pattern and background is 

important; for example, white stripes may be more effective than black stripes if the glass surface 

consistently reflects a dark color.  

4) Treatment Type: Use treatments with proven effectiveness. 

Research and development of glass treatments for bird safety is ongoing by Klem, Sheppard, 

Mesure and other researchers. Technology using light and/or sound may be developed in the 

future but is not yet available.  

These treatment strategies have been found to be less effective and are not recommended: 

angled glass, tinted glass, interior blinds, interior screens, and bird decals.19 

The following types of available treatments meet the criteria to prevent bird-window collisions if 

the visual markers meet the 2 x 2 rule for spacing (meaning both horizontal and vertical lines are 

no more than 2 inches/50 mm apart). 

a) Film containing vertical or horizontal lines 5 mm/0.2 inches wide, or dots or squares 5 mm 

wide, or an opaque film that does not contain transparent areas more than 50 mm from 

opaque edges. If a suitable pattern is applied, films like CollidEscape can deter bird collisions; 

if no pattern is applied, such film is effective only if it eliminates reflective images over the 

entire pane. 
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b) Lines (solid, or rows of dots or squares) 0.2 inches wide, either in an applied film or painted 

on the glass.  

c) Exterior banners (which require external brackets to fasten); or vertical strings or ribbons 

5 mm wide. 

d) Building-integrated exterior 

structures can obscure glass from 

view, mute reflections during certain 

times of the day, and provide visual 

cues for birds to avoid an area. 

Examples include opaque awnings, 

sunshades, exterior screens, 

shutters, grilles, and overhangs or 

balconies that provide shading 

below a projection.  

e) Opaque or translucent “soap” paste 

on windows (usually temporary). 

5) Treatment Source: Use treatments from 

a known reputable source. 

The American Bird Conservancy provides 

information about manufacturers of 

treatments that meet the required criteria, 

including these suppliers of retrofit 

products:20 

a) Acopian Birdsavers 

b) Solyx Bird-Safety Film 

c) Feather-Friendly Patterns 

d) CollidEscape  

e) American Bird Conservancy BirdTape 

 

3M, an international company based in Minnesota, manufactures films used in the advertising 

industry and supplies films to companies that manufacture bird-friendly treatments, such as the 

Feather Friendly product.21 3M’s optical films have been used for years to wrap buses and trains and 

cars in the United States, and to cover buildings in places such as Japan and the United States. In 2018, 

the company wrapped its Maplewood headquarters tower with 12 stories of colorful adhesive film, 

both showcasing its business strengths and making the building safe for birds. 22 

 

In conclusion, in order to become a truly world-class facility, MSFA and the Minnesota Vikings 

must take action now to prevent bird deaths and injuries at U.S. Bank Stadium. Bird mortality 
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at the Stadium complex will increase as trees and vegetation near the building grow. Because 

of the growing threats to birds and the alarming decline in bird populations, any bird death is 

significant, particularly in the Mississippi Flyway. The location of the Stadium in the Flyway, used 

by hundreds of thousands of migrating birds twice a year, magnifies this environmental problem 

and the urgency and necessity of making the glass visible to birds as quickly as possible. 

As Dr. Daniel Klem has stated, “As beautiful as the stadium is for perhaps the majority of people, 

it loses its luster when you realize that it’s killing these innocent and useful animals that so many 

others care so much about.” 23 
 

Photos 

Title page: White-throated Sparrow found at 
south wall of U.S. Bank Stadium, October 10, 
2016. 

Page 1: North side of U.S. Bank Stadium with 
reflections. 

Page 2: Ruby-throated Hummingbird found at 
west wall of U.S. Bank Stadium, August 18, 
2016. 

Page 3: Nashville Warbler found at north wall 
of U.S. Bank Stadium, October 16, 2016. 

Page 4: Snow Bunting found at east wall of U.S. 
Bank Stadium, November 7, 2016.  

Page 6: Song Sparrow found at northwest 
corner of U.S. Bank Stadium, October 12, 2016. 

Page 7: Red-breasted Nuthatch found at west 
wall of U.S. Bank Stadium, September 30, 2016. 
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